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ON CHERN CLASSES

OF FINITE GROUP REPRESENTATIONS

by Ove Kroll

In his paper "Characters and cohomology of finite groups", Atiyah

observed that for a finite group G and a complex representation

p: g _> Ginic)

of dimension n, it is possible to attach to p the natural cohomology

classes with integral coefficients

^•(p) e H2i(G, Z), i 0,1,,n,
namely the Chern classes of a vector bundle constructed from p over the

classifying space BG of G.

As the objects involved, group cohomology and complex representations

of finite groups, are both algebraic objects (the latter by Brauer's famous

theorem stating that complex representations can be realized over finite

cyclotomic extensions of the rational numbers), a purely algebraic construction

ought to exist.

My aim in this paper is to provide such an algebraic definition of the

Chern classes. Another algebraic though quite different construction has been

given by Grothendieck in [5], while Evens in [2] has given an algebraic
"in principle" way of calculating the classes. In this connection it is also

worth mentioning that a formula for the Chern classes of an induced

representation from H to G, where H is normal in G of index a prime p,

can be found in [3]. However, as already shown in [7], such a formula
is not needed to characterize Chern classes of finite group representations.

My construction will be based on the purely algebraic construction of
H*(Gln(kp\ Zj): the cohomology of the general linear group over the algebraic
closure kp of the field with p elements with coefficients in the J-adic

integers Zt {I a prime different from p), which I gave in [6].
Let me state this theorem :
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Theorem 1. H*(Gln{kp), Z,) P(crl5..., an), w/zere P denotes a
polynomial algebra defined over Zt. Furthermore has degree 2i.

Let me also recall that for the subgroup Tn(kp) of diagonal matrices

H*{T$P\ Zz) P(x1,..., x„),

where Xg has degree 2. Finally, under the restriction map res

res(af) x±x2 xt + + xn_i+1xn_i+2 - xn

(the fth elementary symmetric polynomial).
This theorem clearly allows a definition of p-modular I-adic Chern classes :

Given any group G and any p-modular representation defined over kp

p : G Gln(kp),

define c^p) e H2l(G, Zt) by cf(p) P*(o"i)- These classes have the following
properties :

Theorem 2.

CHI. If f : H -+ G is a group homomorphism, then

cnp°f) f*Hp)).

CH2. Let

0->p1->p-*p2->0
be an exact sequence of representations (or more precisely of the corresponding

modules). If
c. (p) =* 1 4- cfip) + + cn(p)

is the total Chern class, then

c.{p) c (pi)c (p2)

CH3. Let G be a locally finite group. Then the product of the

cfs taken over all primes I different from p defines an isomorphism
between one-dimensional representations over kp and

n h\G, %) H\G, n %).
ifp ifp

Let Rp(G) be the Grothendieck group of representations of G over kp

(so RP(G) is the free abelian group with basis the isomorphism classes of
simple /c^G-modules) and let
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00 ^
H**(G, Z,)n H2n{G,Z,).

n 0

As the total Chern class c.(p) of a representation p is invertible in

H**{G, Z;) (use the formula (1+x)"1 1 - x + x2 - x3 + where x has

strictly positive degree), CH2 allows a unique extension of .to

c.:Rp(G)^ H**(G,Zt).

As shown in CH3, Chern classes are closely connected to the cohomology

of k*(k* Gh(kp)).

Proposition 3. Let p.,, be the infinite group of complex roots of unity

and define

z U z«.
1

the product taken over all primes I Then

i) Z) ZM,
where the right hand side denotes a polynomial algebra over Z in one

variable u of degree 2 (except that H°(, Z) Z).

ii) 2,) Z,[«].

iü) Z,) Zj [up]
where I is a prime different from p and up has degree 2.

iv) Hn(/c*, [] Zt) Hn(k *, Z) for n > 0.

ifp
Now, as Gln(kp), n 1, 2, 3,are locally finite groups, it follows quite

easily from CHI, CH2 and CH3 that p-modular Chern classes with Zr
coefficients are in one-to-one correspondence with Zz generators up of
H2(/c*, Zz). Using this correspondence, I shall say that a system of p-modular
/-adic Chern classes is defined by the element up in H2(/c*, Zt).

To define Chern classes of complex representations, I will use the well-
known decomposition map dp from modular representation theory
(see e.g. [9]). So let RC(G) be the Grothendieck group (or character ring)
of complex representations of G. Making a choice of a multiplicative
embedding

V kt fioo

dp can be defined as follows: If % is an ordinary character of degree n,

dp(x) is a modular representation whose composition factors are uniquely
determined by the modular character
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àJa) {g) ep \x1+...y-xn),

where g is a p-regular element (i.e. of order prime to p) with eigenvalues

Xx,..., Xn on the representation determined by %.

Theorem 4. Let u e Zz) be a generator, and let px and p2
be primes, both different from I, and let e*. (u) e H2(k*., Zz) define

prmodular Chern classes c!J). Then the diagram

*Pl(G)

RP2(G)

is commutative for all finite groups G.

Now for a finite group G, the unique ring homomorphism

z - n z, z
i

induces an isomorphism (as the quotient Z/Z is divisible)

h*(g, z) h*(g, n z.) n z,),
i i

and I can now (independently of p by Theorem 4) define the I-primary
component of the Chern classes c. defined by u e H2(pœ, Z) of

p: G - GIJLC)

by

(c • (p)), p)),

where p is a prime different from I and the c. on the right hand side is

the p-modular Chern classes defined by e*(ut), where ut is the I-primary
component of u e H2([iœ, Z)

i

Theorem 5. Let c. denote the integral Chern classes defined by

u e H2(\iœ, Z). Then

CHI. Let f : H -» G he u group homomorphism. Then
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C(P0/) /*(c • (P)) •

CH2. c.(p1©p2) c.(Pi)' c.(P2)•

CH3. cx : Horn (G, C*) -a H2(G, Z) an isomorphism and can be

described as follows : For 9 6 Horn (G, C*), let cp also denote its unique

factorization

Now c^cp) (p*(w).

Remark As shown in [7], CHI, CH2 and CH3 uniquely determine the

Chern classes defined by u. As different choices of u clearly defines different

Chern classes (just observe that

Z) lim H2(Gt, Z),

the limit taken over all finite cyclic subgroups), there is a one-to-one

correspondence between Chern classes on finite groups and Z generators
of H2{[iœ, Z).

This paper has been organized as follows.
Theorem 2 is proved in Section 1, Theorem 4 in Section 2, and

Theorem 5 in Section 3. Proposition 3 i) was proved in [7], and the remaining

part of this proposition can be obtained similarly.
Finally, in Section 4 it is shown that there exists a very simple extension

of the theory of Chern classes on finite groups to locally finite groups.
I would like to thank Jorgen Tornehave for a helpful conversation.

Section 1. Proof of Theorem 2

CHI is quite trivial, so let me first prove CH2. Let dim p^

dim p n, so that + n2 n. By assumption, p factors through the

parabolic subgroup P P(kp)

Hi n2
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which is isomorphic to a semi-direct product of Glni(kp) x Gln2(kp) acting
on a unipotent subgroup U.

As U is a direct limit of p-groups,

Thus

Let

and

Hk(U, Zz) 0 for k > 0

H*CP, Z,) H*(Glni(kp),%)0 Z,)

P(aj,ocj 0 P(ßi,ß„2).

H*(Gln(kp), Z,)Pct„)

As T„(fcp) TnJkp) x TnJkp),I shall consider

H*(Tni(fcp), Z xni)

and

H*(Tniikp),Z,)P(xBl + 1,xj
as contained in H*(Tn(kp\ Zz). Furthermore, as all restriction maps are

injective, I shall view H*(Gln(kp), Zz) and H*(Gln.(kp), Zz), i 1, 2, as subspaces

of H*(Tn(kp), Zz). Thus

az the fth elementary symmetric polynomial in xx,xni
ß; the fth elementary symmetric polynomial in x„1 + 1,x„

the fth elementary symmetric polynomial in xx,..., x„.

Furthermore, the formula

c.(Pi®p2) MPi©P2)

is equivalent to

1 + af + + ct„tn (1 + cx11 +... + anifni) • (1 + ß11 +... + ß7J2t"2),

and this follows from the identity

n n «1 ri2

z °^1 n n n (1+^)
i 0 i= 1 i 1 i fii + l
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To prove CH3, observe that for G locally finite the homology groups
Hi(G, Z) are all torsion groups for i > 0 as

Ht(G, Z) limi^Z),
the limit taken over a family of finite subgroups Gk of G such that
lim Gh G. Now, by the universal coefficient theorem,

0 -, ExtÏ{H,(G, Z), Qz) -, H\G, Qz) -, Homz(H2(G, Z), Qz) -, 0

is exact (Qz is the quotient field of Zz) so it follows that H2(G, Qz) 0

as Qi is both torsion-free and divisible. From the long exact sequence in
cohomology it now follows that

H\G, &/Zz) H\G, Zz).

Finally, as Qz/Zz C^, where Cx is the injective hull of a cyclic /-group,
it follows that

n H2(G,Zj)n «'(G, c,-) n C«) WHG, © C,.).
z^p

The last equality holds, as G is locally finite and © C/00 is the torsion
i+p

subgroup of Yl Cxoo.

itp

Section 2. Proof of Theorem 4

Let G be a given finite group of order | G | and

p: G -> Gl„(C)

a complex representation.

Choose qtobe a power of a prime number p different from I such that

qs 1 (modulo | G |)

Define

$:GUq)~*C
by

<K<?) Ê ep(X;)
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where X1,X2,Xn are the eigenvalues of g. As shown by J. A. Green in
[4], (j> is a virtual complex character of Gln(q).

Furthermore let

be the mod-p reduction of p to Gln(q). (It factors through Gln(q), as all
I G |-roots of unity are contained in the Galois field GF(q) with q elements).

Let /* : Rc(Gln(q)) -> RC(G) be a map induced on complex character

rings by /. By inspection

/*M>) P •

Let a vt(q — 1), where vz is the I-adic valuation and let

p** : Zz) Zla)

be the map induced by the projection p: Zt -> Zla. Clearly p** is injective
in positive dimensions, as multiplication by la is zero on H**(G, Zz).

Now the following diagram is commutative

H**(G,Z,)Pïï

/** I I /**

H**(Gln(q),%)-Z,„)

I res I res

Z,) "L* Z,.)

where the restriction map on the right is injective as shown in [6].
Thus for i 1,2

cii}{dPi(9)) (p**)"1/**(res)-1p**KiW)

where x is the restriction of the virtual character 4> to Tn(q). [Note that
(p**)-1 and (res)-1 both make sense as the above diagram is commutative].

Thus to show equality, it suffices using CHI in Theorem 2, to show

that

c-1)(dPiM)
But Tn(q) is abelian so x is a direct sum of n one-dimensional representations.

By CH2 of Theorem 2 it suffices to show that for a one dimensional

representation
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9 : Tn(q) -> nœ

c[2)(dP2{(p)).

But

" dpt(<p) e'1

and

9* "(«p,1)* (e %9*(") •

Remark. It is necessary to reduce to Zla coefficients as the restriction map

H*(Gln(q), Zj) - %)

is not injective in general.

Section 3. Proof of Theorem 5

CHI and CH2 clearly follow from resp. CHI and CH2 in Theorem 2

together with the functoriality of the decomposition map dp i.e. the diagram

Rc(G)T-X

I dpIdp

Rp(G)2 Rp(U)

is commutative for a group homomorphism / : H - G. To obtain CH3 note
that dp(cp) o (p so by definition

Ci((p) c1(dp((p)) (eplo(p)(e*u)(p* o(ep1)* a e*(u) cp*(u).

Furthermore let 5 be the connecting homomorphism obtained from the
exact sequence

Q/Z

As the diagram

HV..Q/Z ^
I <P* I <p*

tf'(G, Q/Z) =* 7/2(G, Z)
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is commutative and as both 5's are isomorphisms it suffices to show that

5~1 o Cl : Horn (G, C*) H1(G, Q/Z) - Horn (G, Q/Z)

is an isomorphism.
But by inspection 8_1 o c/cp) 5_1(u) o and as u is a Z End^p^)

generator for 772(p00, Z) ~ Z, ô_1(n) is an isomorphism

a-1^):Poo-Q/Z.

Section 4. Chern classes for locally finite groups

The definition will be based on the following two observations. In the

following, let G lim Gk be a locally finite group where {Gk} is a family

of finite subgroups.

Lemma. Let

cp: G - G1JLC)

be a representation of G. Then cp is uniquely determined by its restrictions

cpfc:Gfc^G/„(C).

Conversely given a family of compatible representations cpfc : Gk -> Gln(C),

there exists a unique cp : G -> G/n(C) which restricts to cpfc /or a// k.

Proof From the universal property of the direct limit, we have

Horn (G, Gln{)) lim Hom(Gfc, Gf„(C)).

y
Proposition. For all i ^ 0, f/zo natural map

H\G, Z) fim7F(Gfe,Z).

zs on isomorphism.

Proo/ Obvious for z 0, 1. For z ^ 1, the homology groups

Hi(G, Z) lim Hi(Gk, Z)

are all abelian torsion groups.
Now by the universal coefficient theorem (z ^ 1)
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H\G, Z) Ext z{Hi-1 Z), Z)

and as observed above, for i > 2, j(G, Z) is torsion. Thus

Ext i Z), Z) Homz (tft_ ^G, Z), Q/Z)

Homz (lim /7, _ j/G^, Z), Q/Z) - lim Homz (7/;_ i(Gfc, Z), Q/Z)

~ lim Ext z (Hi-1(Gk, Z), Z) lim H\Gk, Z).

Combining these two results, there exists for a representation

<p : G -»• G/„(C)

of a locally finite group G lim Gk a unique cohomology class

c. (cp) 6 H**(G,Z)such that for all k

res ok (c • (cp)) c.(cpk)

Using this uniqueness result, it is easy to see that these classes satisfy

the properties CHI, CH2 and CH3 and that they are uniquely determined

by these properties.
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